It is interesting that 99.9% of the people throughout the entire world do not even know
that every cell has a "Sodium-Potassium Pump" in it or that we have lymphatic
vessels that parallel the blood vessels. All they know is that they have lymph nodes
under the arm, in the neck, and in the groin. No college, university, or medical school in
the United States is teaching what the "Sodium-Potassium Pumps" do or the
importance of the lymphatic vessels. About 98% of the people in the United States are
breaking one or more of the mental, nutritional or physical laws of health. As a result,
by the year 2000, 9.8 out of ten will have heart disease or cancer before they die.
Today there are 70,000 men, women, and children being killed every two weeks in the
United States from cancer and heart disease alone. That is the equivalent to the
destruction, in lives, of one full blown atomic bomb every two weeks; and this
destruction is being caused from "Blood Proteins and Water" that is leaving the blood
stream to cause lack of oxygen at the cell level. Without oxygen the "SodiumPotassium Pump" in the cells can't work; and the result is pain, loss of energy and
disease that is coming upon the earth "like a flood."
Money cannot pay for the LIFE-SAVING RESEARCH and the PRICELESS
KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING that is contained on this web site. The
"priceless information" on this web-site took thirty-one years to produce. In 1967, I
went back to school and obtained a premed and bio-chemistry background, and I
learned about the "Sodium-Potassium Pumps." In 1976 during the seventh year of
teaching chemistry, I discovered that the "Sodium-Potassium Pump" in every cell
generated ELECTRICITY. In 1998 (22 yrs. later), I converted the word "electricity" to
the word "power." It took thirty-one years to finally say, "CELLS GENERATE POWER."
With these words, even an eight year old is able to understand HOW THE BODY
WORKS. For the first time in history we can now answer these questions: WHERE DO
THE EYES GET THE "POWER TO SEE?" From the sodium-potassium pumps in the
cells of the eyes! But it takes OXYGEN to make the pumps work. ISN'T THAT
BEAUTIFUL?! The LYMPHATIC VESSELS pulls the "Blood Proteins and Water" out
from around the cells so they can get OXYGEN and the Sodium-Potassium PUMPS
generate the ELECTRICITY that gives the eyes the POWER to see, the brain the
POWER to work, the heart the POWER to beat, and the white blood cells the POWER
to kill the cancer cells and the viruses etc. etc. ISN'T THAT BEAUTIFUL?!
God help us to care "WHY AND HOW" people are suffering and dying with disease!
Sincerely, Dr. C. Samuel West - DN, ND, Chemist & Lymphologist

